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As time goes, everything the JoS says is coming to manifest one by one. We didn't want this, but it's here.

When people literally don't have baby food, or one month after the so called "legal end" of "Co-Vid", they start wars between Jews, and wars that "HAPPEN" to be where 25% of the global supply of wheat is going on...

Or other giant coincidences in regards to how Klaus says they want to cause a collapse, and then chip everyone, or how your gas price all of a sudden is going to cost as much for a motorbike to fuel a spaceship...

Or when we are telling people to join Satan before it is too late, because many are going to die, and a projected global famine is coming in many places of the third world and will likely affect worldwide...

Or when waves of migration will be in the millions on the above "anticipated events"...

Or when you didn't even have time to relax a few months in the "after Co-Vid era" and "all of a sudden!", before you know it, we have endless inventions of new measures to roll us back into the destructive Co-Vid measures...

We have all sorts of new plandemics like birdflu's, black fungus mutations, super Co-Vid, Monkeypox, whatever other things coming in...It's suddenly all so endless. It was never for decades, but now, here we are...All in 2 years...

Or when the Global Economy is shot to death on the "Great Year of Semitah" when the Jews try to destroy the economy as part of tradition to "buy up the goyim"...While Semitah also is a "festival for wealth redistribution" for the jews...

Or when you literally aren't allowed to relax one single day by constant repetitition of all of the above, and constant claims of "WW3" and "Nuclear" war...

And when you look back, this was literally done on nothing else but something with the death toll of the flu...
One must sit themselves down and ask themselves, what is going on with this world? Where was all of this in 2017 or 2018?

You can either think of two things: Either the JoS is correct, as it evidently is, or you are purposefully in denial, having your head inside your own ... you know... at this point, to avoid facing reality.

We can no longer deny the existence of a giant conspiracy against humanity.

For those of us here who understand, know that you are part of Satan's Divine army. Others might understand less and others might understand more, but if you are in awareness, you must know and guard against this.

Even worse, perpetrators of these events have openly admitted most of this, and yet, quite a few are still living in denial.

At this point one legitimately must be the definition of a fool to literally have a "playbook" on their hands such as the "Great Reset" by Klaus Schwab, and say that all of this is a "coincidence"...

If you are one of these people who simply thinks these are "Bad times", while there is effectively a laid out fully admitted plan for the restructuring of this world through lies and hoaxing, then you must seriously consider your views and opinions.

A lot of people are concerned that they might lose anything if they have the nerve of their own opinion about this. They think they will be stigmatized, or they are in fear. But the reality is, it's because of those that don't stand up against this, that we are being pushed down this alley as a world.

As we can see, people laying down and taking it, results in more never-ending fear. We went from the super deadly "flu", to the indefinite production of more and more similar threats. Ranging from "epidemics" to "nuclear". The moment the previous story wore itself out, here we go with a new story. Then another one. Then another one.

It's almost as if, they are creating stories endlessly, until one takes roots. Why must it take roots? Why so much desperation all of a sudden?

What we do here, is not a forum, and is not a small religion or an ideology. We were put here to fight for Father Satan and resist this impending doom, and to lessen this fatal blow against humanity. It is all very much undeserved. You are
all born here on this moment in time for a reason, and this reason is not merely to exist.

Given what many "Conspiracy theorists" knew was planned, the situation is still rather lukewarm, but you can clearly see what is happening here.

Yes, there is an agenda by the enemy to destroy us all. Yes, it's all based in the "Torah". Yes, all of this is Jewish of a creation, and happens as part of a plan. This plan, must not be allowed to pass. Start making a difference.

Lastly, in regards to those who still want to live in an illusion, know that this will be shattered. Too many will be lingering around, not understanding where or why all these blows are coming at them. All of you here are prepared, and you must make use of Satan's teachings to remain as sound as possible during these adverse times.

We must also remember...That this state is transitory. Yes, it will pass. But it will take a long time. We are all prepared to stand through against these adverse times, and we will do this together.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!

---

Reply by High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

_Ursa Minor wrote:_
_to me it looks like symptoms of the matrix crashing._
_RTRs must be doing some serious damage to the enemy._

_Hail Satan!

Yes. The jewtrix is coming apart. We must brace for impact, but it will happen. It's all collapsing straight on its head._
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